**Title of Programme**
Final Honour School of Medieval and Modern Languages

**Brief note about nature of change:**
To change the method of receiving a paper and to amend a submission date.

**Effective date**
For students starting from MT15
For first examination from 2017-18

**Location of change**
[1] *Examination Regulations* 2014, p.331, l.51 – p.332, l.9

**Detail of change**
See attached.

**Explanatory Notes**
Recent practice has allowed students the option for downloading the examination papers from WebLearn and students have much preferred this option.

The submission date change gives students an extra weekend to complete the work. This change does affect students currently registered on course, but in a positive way. Students may still submit their essay by the original deadline if they wish.
C: An essay or portfolio of essays (the number of essays required to be shown in parentheses) aggregating to about 6,000 words and not exceeding 8,000 words (except that the Linguistic Project shall be in the range 8,000-10,000 words), written as answers to an examination paper to be collected from the Examination Schools, and signed for by candidates, downloaded from the Faculty WebLearn website after 10am on the Friday of the fifth week of the Hilary Term next before the examination. Completed essay(s) should be submitted by hand to the Examinations Schools by noon on the Monday of 10th week of Hilary term in the year of the examination, together with a statement certifying that the essays are the candidate's own work and that they have not already been submitted, either wholly or substantially, for a degree in this university or elsewhere.

6. The two copies of the essay must be sent, not later than noon on the first Friday after the Hilary Full Term Monday of 10th week of Hilary Term of the year in which the examination will be held, to: The Chair of the Examiners, Honour School of Modern Languages, Examination Schools, High Street, Oxford.